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(336)786-1313

Let 13 Bones Cater your
Wedding Reception
Entrées

• 13 Bones Soon-To-Be Famous Baby Back Ribs
• New Orleans Chicken Pasta or Chopped BBQ
• Grilled Chicken, Teriyaki Chicken, BBQ Chicken Half
• North Atlantic Salmon
• ¼ Rack of Ribs and ¼ Chicken Combo
• Ribeye Steak, Prime Rib, 6oz Filet or 8oz Filet
• ½ Rack and Chicken Combo
• ½ Rack and Ribeye Or Prime Rib Combo
• Pasta Primavera

Sides

• Baked Beans
• Cole Slaw
• Mashed Potatoes
• Baked Apples

• Green Beans
• Mac & Cheese
• House Salad
• Oven Roasted Potatoes
• Pasta Salad
• Potato Salad

Desserts & Drinks

• Cobbler (Peach, Cherry or Strawberry)
• Banana Pudding
• Tea (Sweetened or Unsweetened)

Party Platters & Trays

Make Your Wedding
Party or Reception
Delicious, Memorable &
Stress-Free with...

502 S Andy Griffith Pkwy
Mount Airy, NC 27030
Tues-Thurs: 11 AM- 9 PM
Fri & Sat: 11 AM- 10 PM
Sun: 12 PM - 9 PM

www.eat13bones.com
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• Ribs, Chicken Tenders & Jumbo Wings
• Fruit, Vegetable or Cheese & Cracker Trays
• Peel & Eat Shrimp

Photos courtesy of Dish GardenArT
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Flowers

With Flair

provide wedding of wow
For The Tribune and Yadkin Ripple

Over the seven years I have
been in the wedding industry,
I’ve seen a swing from the rustic look of burlap and wine barrels to a more industrial, modern chic look of geometrics and
lanterns, to outdoor ceremonies with decorated arbors and
shepherd hooks adorned with
hanging floral arrangements.
In the 21st century, the millennials have a style of their
own which has ushered in relaxed, unfixed, and natural arrangements:
• Bohemian/whimsical
• “Beauty & the Beast” (garnet red/burgundy and blush)
• Shabby chic (vintage with
modern)
• Organic green (mostly
greens, small amount of flowers)
• Geometric floral chic (geometric shapes with dimension)
• Modern traditional (classic
glamorous with gold sparkle)
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The most recent emerging
wedding floral trend is tropical in nature. It includes safari sunset, pincushion protea,
hanging amaranths and monstera, and aralia greenery.
Flowers: peonies, ranunculus, dahlias, garden roses,
anemone, and hydrangea!
These are blooms that are
beautiful and add depth and
texture to any bouquet or arrangement. They adapt well
in any wedding theme and can
be used in most seasons. Peonies are available early spring
through late summer. Dahlias
are summer to late fall flowers.
Garden roses, ranunculus hydrangea and the newest craze
for the “Navy eyed” anemone
are year-round, only being
limited by weather in South
America and California. A limitation to some of these flowers
is coloring. However, there is
always the ability to tint and
paint flowers to almost any
color/shade you desire and is
safe to the blooms.
Bouquets: The bouquet

styles have remained true! You
still have the traditional round
bouquet; and an adaption to it
adds a little spike with astilbe
(which, by the way, was in
Princess Meghan’s bouquet)
with long, loose greenery/eucalyptus and plumosa/sprengri hanging from around the
handle; the posy bouquet is a
smaller version of the round
typically carried by the bridesmaids and made up of mostly
flowers; the nosegay is very

similar to the posy but has
more greenery than flowers;
the cascading bouquet is still
very popular but has evolved
somewhat with the hanging
greens of Italian ruscus, jasmine vine, plumosa, sprengri/
asparagus fern and eucalyptus.
Also the addition of the long
flowering stem of the dendrobium orchids and veronica
makes this bouquet a little
See FLAIR | 4
Friday Evening Dinner
6 PM - 9 PM
Sunday Lunch Buffet
11:30 AM - 2 PM

ee

11am-3pm Monday-Thursday
11am-9pm Friday • 11am-3pm Saturday
11:30am-7:30pm Sunday

Romantic & Elegant Venue for
Your Special Occasion
• Weddings
• Birthday
• Receptions
Parties
• Class
• Private
Reunions
Functions
225 Country Club Drive
State Road, NC 28676

336-835-2320
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By Lorie Baity
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Flair
From page 3
more classic. The more whimsicle style of the cascading
bouquet includes lots of silver
dollar eucalyptus with some
clean white peonies or garden
roses.
Most bouquets we make
are hand-tied, have exposed
stems, arranged by hand,
and wrapped with the bride’s
choice of ribbon (some
choose colored hanging satin/
hand-dyed ribbons to match
the color of the bridesmaids
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dresses.
Eucalyptus: This popular versatile green has more
than five different varieties.
The spikey looking and most
pungent of the family is Baby
Blue, the flowing long stem of
the willow eucalyptus, if seeds
are your thing, there is a seeded eucalyptus, or you can go
with the large rounder leaves
of the silver dollar eucalyptus, and my favorite for corsages and boutonnieres is the
Gunnii eucalyptus. It’s grey/
silver coloring, it’s long flowing stems and beautiful scent
makes it a perfect choice for
bouquets, corsages, table cen-

terpieces and arbor pieces.
Let’s not forget the everpopular lamb’s ear/dusty
miller. Their soft touch and
silvery look is so sweet and
adds a feminine touch to any
bouquet or arrangement!
Succulents: Lots of brides
are choosing to use succulents
of all types in their recipes
also. The expense and sensitivity to breaking, however,
changes their choice from real
to synthetic, which is hard to
tell the difference now.
I am not advocating any
style; I am suggesting, however, that you find a style that
fits your and your fiancé’s

personality and your budget;
then find a florist that gets
your vision and will work to
make it happen.
My staff and I understand
the importance of making
your wedding be the most
special day of your life and
would love to sit down and
talk with you about how to
achieve it with flowers. Dish
GardenArT may reached at
336-677-2777, or 501 E. Main
St., Yadkinville, for any questions or for a free consultation
about wedding day flowers.
Lorie Baity operates Dish GardenArT in
Yadkin County.
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Make sure every part
of your perfect day is the
way YOU want it!

We’ll Help You
Think of All The Details, like:

• Archways
• Guest Registers
• Sound Systems
• Flower Stands
• Bubble Machines
• Kneeling Benches
• Unity Candles
• Dance Floor
• Much, Much More!

• Tents
• Tables & Chairs
• Champagne Fountains
• Greek Columns
• Candelabras - Brass,
White & Silver Fixtures
• Tablecloths & Skirting
• Serving/Chafing Dishes
• Mirror Balls
• Power Tool

Locally Owned &
Operated by Joe Walker

Rentals

• Construction

Equipment
Rentals

Call for an appointment to
discuss your needs!

• Party and Event

Rentals

We WILL Make Sure Every Part of Your
Perfect Day is the Way YOU Want It!

Rent for 4 hours, by the day, week or month

Open
Mon. - Fri. 7AM - 5PM & Sat. 7AM - 1PM
1036 N. Bridge St. Elkin
• 336-835-7368

allstarrentals@rivercto.net

1036 N. Bridge St., Elkin NC 28621

www.AllStarRental.com
(Across from Pizza Hut)

Visit Our Party &
Event Rental Page

70011070

www.allstarrental.com
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Call Joe Walker today at (336) 835-RENT (7368)
or email allstarrentals.nc@gmail.com
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wedding

Unity
ceremony
ideas

Weddings celebrate the joining together of hearts, families
and homes. The unification of
a couple pledging vows to each
other is the key component of
the ceremony, and unity rituals are common during both
traditional and nontraditional
weddings.
Unity ceremonies represent
the magic of two people coming together as one. Unity rituals may be built into certain
religious or cultural weddings
as a normal part of the festivities. Other couples may want
to embrace the idea of a unity

ceremony to add something
extra special to their ceremonies.
Couples seeking creative options for unity rituals as part
of their wedding ceremonies
can explore these clever ideas.
• Candle lighting: The lighting of a unity candle is one of
the more recognizable and traditional unity rituals. During
this ritual, the bride and the
groom each light an individual
candle and then together light
a larger candle, which celebrates them coming together
as one.

70012008

We now offer Microblading Eyebrows , Eyeliners/lips
Tattoo, Lash lift , lash/brow tint and waxing services.
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• Sand pouring: The pouring of sand into a vessel also
is a popular unity ritual. In
this ritual, couples choose two
sands of different colors and
then pour their respective colors into a vessel, allowing the
different hues to mix together.
This ritual can be expanded to
include other family members,
with a rainbow of colors blending for a now unified joining of
families.
• Unity cross: Christians
may enjoy a unity cross ritual
at their ceremony. A unity
cross is a decorative cross with
a holder, and the cross is held
in place by three pins, which
symbolize the Father, Son and
the Holy Spirit. During this
ritual, the bride, groom and
officiant will each set a pin in
place.
• Tree planting: Planting
a tree or shrub that can grow
with the marriage is a green
idea and one that takes unity
rituals to a different level. Couples can place the sapling in a
decorative pot and then take
turns watering it. Later the
tree can be planted outside the
couple’s first home.

• Lasso ceremony: This
ritual is traditional in many
Spanish- and Filipino-speaking
countries. After vows are exchanged, the officiant wraps a
floral garland or rosary around
the couple. At the end of the
ceremony, the garland is saved
as a symbol of unity and love.
• Handfasting: This ritual
comes from an ancient Celtic
tradition that bounds the bride
and groom’s right hands together during the wedding
ceremony. Handfasting symbolizes couples’ commitments
to one another.
• Flower ceremony: In this
ritual, couples can exchange
roses or a favorite flower and
then place them in a vase or
basket. All members of the
family also are invited to place
a single flower into the vessel,
which ultimately results in a
beautiful floral display.
Couples can create their
own unique unity ceremonies.
The blending of any two materials, such as wine, tea, glass
beads, or paint, or even the
traditional tying of knots will
convey the symbolism of joining as one.
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LiveMusic

WEDDING
Booking a live band for a
wedding or another special
event can be a great idea. The
atmosphere live musicians can
provide is unmatched. Live
musicians offer a level of excitement that may not be met
by other musical options. But
some couples may find the
prospect of booking live entertainment a bit challenging,
especially if they’ve never hired
musicians for an event before.
Here are some tips to make the
process go smoothly.
• Get recommendations.
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Just like you might before booking other vendors, seek advice
from friends or family members who have recently gotten
hitched or had live performers
at their events. They may have
wonderful things to say about
particular bands or performers.
Individuals also can consider a
resource such as HireLiveMusicians.com, a global musician
database that can help couples
narrow down their options.
• Decide on when the musicians play. Live musicians can
entertain guests throughout

the ceremony and reception,
but the longer musicians play,
the more they’re likely to cost.
Work with musicians to develop a schedule that suits your
budget.
• Discuss the theme. Make
sure musicians understand
the type of atmosphere you’re
hoping to create. A band that
customarily plays swing or bigband era songs may not fit in
at weddings with more modern
themes.
• Understand the fees. Musicians may have fees related

to their agents, cartage (extra
given to musicians who carry
large equipment), mileage
costs, travel time, lighting,
and other factors that affect
the overall price. Discuss these
fees before signing any agreements.
• Be sure the venue fits. Live
musicians are great but not if
the space is too small. Otherwise, the music can be too loud
and overpowering, or the band
will not have adequate space to
set up. Consider these factors
before making any decisions.
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Things to consider
when choosing a

Wedding

Party

Making the important decision to get married can fill couples with joy and excitement as
they imagine spending the rest
of their lives together. Naturally, brides- and grooms-to-be
are anxious to share the good
news with others and include
family and friends in the festivities. One way couples exemplify
inclusion is by asking their closest acquaintances to be part of
their wedding parties.

Being asked to serve as a
bridesmaid or groomsman is
an honor. Some couples may
be tempted to ask every friend,
sibling or cousin they have to
be in their wedding parties, and
some do. In fact, ancient Roman law required 10 witnesses
to be part of the wedding ceremony. However, the larger the
wedding party, the more people
couples have to coordinate and
the more personalities they

Weddings of WOW
Original designs,garden & flOwer arrangements,
cOrsages, bOutOnnières, flOral crOwns, wreaths,
silk mOnument & sympathy arrangements

Follow Me on:
Pinterest & Facebook as “DishGardenArT”
Instagram as “GardenArT_Bestday”

www.Dishgardenart.com
501 E Main St, Yadkinville, NC 27055
(336) 677-2777
70011848
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must manage.
While large wedding parties
are in style, there isn’t any onesize-fits-all formula to decide
which size party is right for
a particular situation. Trends
vary based on geography and
culture. These tips can help
couples decide on the size of
their wedding parties.
• Match it to scope and style.
Wedding planners may use a
standard ratio for a proportion of guests to wedding party
members. That ratio is one pair
of wedding attendants for every
50 guests. This creates a balanced feel where the more people in attendance, the larger the
wedding party and vice versa.
• Consider your expenses.
Wedding party members may
be asked to spend considerable amounts of money to be
in the wedding, but the couple
will have certain expenses tied
to the wedding party as well.
These can include limousines
to ferry people between the
ceremony and reception, pho-

tography costs to arrange and
photograph large wedding parties, the cost of boutonnieres
and bouquets, attendants’ gifts,
as well as extra mouths to feed
at the rehearsal dinner. Small
wedding parties can be easier
on couples’ budgets.
• Know your expectations.
Couples should discuss what
they expect from their wedding
parties. Do couples want their
loved ones to be very hands-on
or waiting in the wings? For
those who want a lot of input
from their wedding parties, asking distant friends or family to
be included may be impractical.
• Select reliable, easygoing
people. Wedding party members should be people couples
can rely on, and it only helps if
wedding party members are not
prone to overreacting. Choose
a wedding party that can be
trusted and people with whom
you get along.
Wedding party sizes are up
to the couple, but bigger isn’t
always better.
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5 great reasons to take

Engagement Photos

During their engagements,
couples will make many decisions in regard to their weddings. Wedding planning can
sometimes seem like a runaway
train of appointments, schedules
and deadlines. As a result, some
couples do not take the time to
enjoy being engaged, which is a
special and unique time in their
lives.
Engagement photo shoots
can be a unique way for couples
to commemorate and enjoy the
months preceding their weddings. Engagement photos memorialize the engagement and
provide many additional benefits as well.
1. Engagement photo shoots
give couples a chance to connect with their photographers.

Booking an engagement photo
shoot provides helpful information to both the couple and the
photographer. The photographer gets to see how the couple
interacts in front of the lens and
can determine any insecurities
or strengths and weaknesses
couples may have. These lessons can be filed away and help
make wedding day photos look
better. Similarly, spending time
with the photographer gives the
couple an opportunity to develop a rapport with their photographer. If couples and their
photographer don’t click, scheduling an engagement shoot well
in advance of the wedding gives
couples a chance to find someone else to take their photos.
2. An engagement photo

shoot gives couples time to
spend together. An engagement
photo shoot is an ideal time to
spend an afternoon in a special
location focusing on each other
without wedding planning taking up your time.
3. Photo shoots provide a
chance to get comfortable in
front of the camera. Professional photographs taken before
the wedding enables couples to
view how they will appear in
pictures. Seeing these photos
might help couples grow more
comfortable in front of the camera. This practice can help couples temper their anxieties prior
to the wedding. An engagement
shoot also can be a great time
for couples to speak with their
photographers about angles or

styles they prefer or dislike.
4. The bride and groom have
save-the-date or social media
photos. Engagement photographs can be used for savethe-date cards or social media
postings (check with the photographer for licensing agreements). This can be a great way
to spread excitement about the
upcoming nuptials.
5. Photo shoots provide a
chance to experiment with vivid
backdrops. Engagement photography gives couples plenty of opportunities to experiment with
different locales, which may not
be possible come the wedding
day.
Engagement photography can
be a worthwhile inclusion in
pre-wedding celebrations.

The Perfect Setting
Olde
Beau

Olde Beau’s staff will provide the perfect rehearsal dinner,
reception or even the setting for your wedding!
We accommodate 300 guests with choice of hors d’oeurves,
buffet-style or custom menu for your special day.
Resort suites available with stunning views for your guests.

Olde Beau Resort
&
Golf
Club
Located on US Hwy. 21 in Roaring Gap, NC
1-800-752-1634 or (336) 363-3333
www.oldebeau.com
Visit Our Weddings & Events Page!

70011690
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How to curtail
wedding spending
and still

Impress
Guests

Tying the knot can be an expensive endeavor. According to
The Knot 2017 Real Weddings
Study, which surveyed nearly
13,000 brides and grooms in
the United States who got married in 2017, the average cost
of a wedding was more than
$33,000.
That figure may surprise
some couples planning their
weddings, many of whom may
not be able to afford spending
so much on their ceremonies
and receptions. Couples may
feel pressure to compete with
friends and relatives whose
weddings they have attended in

the past, and that may compel
some to stretch their budgets
and even go into debt to finance
their nuptials. However, there
are ways for couples to curtail
their wedding spending and impress guests at the same time.
• Trim the guest list. The
2017 Real Weddings Study
found that couples spent an average of $268 per guest in 2017.
Many couples are recognizing
that smaller guest lists are a
great way to lower wedding
spending, and The Knot study
found that the average guest
count decreased from 149 in
2009 to 136 in 2017. Trimming

Sugartown Furniture Co.
2.5 miles East of Yadkinville on Union Cross Church Rd.
New shipment
of Recliners
in store

2 Sided
Mattress

In
Business
Over 40
Years

Open Tuesday-Friday 10 am-4:30 pm Saturday 9 am to 12
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2200 Union Cross Church Rd * Yadkinville, NC * 336-961-6928

the guest list may seem harsh,
but couples who work together
need not cut their guest lists
in half. By working together,
couples can likely find between
10 and 15 acquaintances on
their initial lists who won’t be
offended if they’re not invited.
Couples who spend the 2017
average per guest can save
nearly $3,000 by removing just
10 people from their guest lists.
• Expand your venue horizons. A greater number of
couples are looking beyond
traditional wedding venues and
opting for more unique locales
to tie the knot. The 2017 Real
Weddings Study found that 15
percent of 2017 weddings were
held on farms, ranches and
even in barns, while just 2 percent of weddings were hosted
in such venues in 2009. The
growing popularity of unique
wedding venues may make
some locations more expensive
than couples anticipate, but a
willingness to tie the knot in a
unique venue greatly increases
couples’ options, improving the
chances they will find more affordable venues.
• Cut back on guest entertainment. Customizing expe-

riences for guests is a major
reason why today’s couples
are spending so much more
per guest than their predecessors. Spending for customized
guest entertainment, which includes things like photo booths,
sparklers and video booths,
tripled between 2009 and 2017.
Couples may want to give their
guests unique experiences, but
should not stretch their budgets or go into debt to do so.
• Tie the knot in winter.
Summer and fall were the most
popular wedding seasons in
2017, and that does not figure to change anytime soon.
Couples can take advantage of
those trends by getting married in winter, a slow season
for wedding venues and vendors, who might be more flexible with their prices. The most
popular months to tie the knot
in 2017 were September, June
and October, so couples who
don’t want to wed in winter
but want to avoid paying top
prices should avoid those three
months.
Weddings are expensive, but
couples can find ways to cut
costs without sacrificing quality.
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7 wedding tricks to make the

Big Day
EASIER

Wedding planning is no
small task. From sending out
engagement announcements
to gifting guests with takehome favors, a couple will pour
over scores of details as they
plan their weddings.
As if selecting a photographer or choosing the right
passed appetizers isn’t challenging enough, some unknown variables are sure to
pop up on the big day as well.
Couples can take their cues
from others who have walked
the aisle before them with
these tricks of the trade, which
may help couples’ wedding
days go smoothly.
1. Host everything at a single location. Couples who want
to simplify their wedding day
can select a site that can host
the ceremony and reception
and also house guests. The
cost of such facilities may be
more affordable than couples
think, as transportation costs
will be minimal and the venue
may offer discounts on group
packages.
2. Think about a day coordinator. Couples who cannot
afford a wedding planner to
handle all of the details often
find that a day-of-service provider is within their budget.
This person can handle all of
the details of the wedding day
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so brides and grooms can fully
immerse themselves in the festivities.
3. Bring extra cash. Unexpected expenses may pop up.
Couples may have to feed an
extra member of the band or
a guest who was able to get a
babysitter at the last minute.
Brides and grooms may want
to offer a bigger tip than anticipated to the waitstaff or deejay
who went above and beyond.
4. Learn how to bustle. Walking around with a free-flowing
train all day can become tiring
for brides. Brides should make
sure that one person practices
how to bustle the train and will
step in to do so for the reception. Also, it may not be the
height of fashion, but having a
garbage bag on hand can keep
the train clean during inclement weather, or if the bride has
to trek across grass or soil for
photo opportunities.
5. Give an outgoing person a
job. Enlist a boisterous friend
or family member to wrangle
guests for photo opportunities.
He or she can be the photographer’s helper and give the happy couple one less thing to do.
6. Stock the bathroom.
Some venues will have courtesy items for their guests, but
couples also should bring their
own necessities, such as breath

mints, toothpaste, extra pantyhose, hairspray, lip gloss, and/
or sanitary pads.
7. Be all smiles. Couples
can’t predict everything that
will happen on their wedding

day, but they can help create
the mood. Smiling couples can
make things better for everyone, even when zippers break
or someone gets the chicken
instead of the salmon.

Providing quality equipment and event rentals to Mt. Airy NC, Pilot
Mountain NC, Dobson NC, Hillsville VA, Galax VA and surrounding counties
in Northwest North Carolina and Southwest Virginia.

Wedding Equipment Rentals

Now Serving From Two Locations!
Mt. Airy, NC: (336) 789-5068
King, NC: (336) 985-8222
CookeRentals.com

70096741
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The 4 C s

For info or vendor
mond Grading System™. These
rental pleasebenchmarks
call are used to classify
all diamonds.
The following is the GIA’s ex704-878-3493
planation of each component of

Diamonds are the stone of
choice for engagement rings
and wedding jewelry. Diamonds
are durable and remain a timeless way to complement every
style.
Anyone who is about to purchase a diamond is encouraged
to do their research about selecting quality diamonds. At the
heart of the diamond grading
process are the 4 Cs of diamond
quality. The Cs refer to carat
weight, color grade, clarity
grade, and cut grade. The Gemological Institute of America
helped to create the Diamond
4 Cs and the International Dia-

the system.
• Carat: Diamond carat
weight is the measurement of
how much the diamond weighs
and is equivalent to 200 milligrams per carat. Each carat
is subdivided into 100 points.
Therefore, a one-carat diamond
is 1.00 or 100 points, while a
twenty-five point diamond is
.25 carats. Naturally, larger diamonds can be more rare and desirable.

Diamonds
Sunday
• Color: A white diamond
is more valuable the less color
it contains. GIA uses a D-to-Z
grading system to determine a
diamond’s color value. D would
be a colorless diamond and Z
the most saturated with color.
• Clarity: Diamonds are
formed by carbon exposed to
heat and pressure. Natural internal characteristics known as
inclusions and external components called blemishes are
the norm. The closer the gem
comes to being perfectly pure
without inclusions or blemishes, the greater the value.
• Cut: To transmit light and

sparkle, diamonds have to be
cut precisely and with great artistry. A diamond will be further
graded based on symmetry and
proportions, as well as how the
stone returns light. Brightness,
which is the internal and external white light reflected; fire, or
the scattering of white light into
rainbow colors; and scintillation, or the sparkle the diamond
produces, are factored into how
the cut is valued.
Diamonds are a major investment. Consumers who do their
research and verify diamond
grading can get the best value
for their money.

Feb. 22nd

1pm-5pm
Statesville
Civic Center

Plan the wedding
of your dreams!
For info or vendor
Sunday
Sunday
rental please Attend
call
theFeb.
Statesville
STATESVILLE
17th,
2019
Feb.
22nd
704-878-3493
BRIDAL EXPO 2019 Bridal 1pm-5pm
Expo!
Statesville
Civic Center

Sponsored by:
Sponsored by:

Vendors
including
Plan the
wedding
florists,of decorators,
your dreams!
Attend
Statesville
dressthedesigners,
Bridal Expo!
photographers,
caterers,
Vendors including
florists, decorators,
DJ's, musicians,
hotels,
dress designers,
travel agents
& more.
photographers,
caterers,
DJ's, musicians, hotels,
travel agents & more.

Admission $5.00

Admission $5.00

Join us on Facebook! Meet our vendors and get tips for the big day!

Join us on Facebook! Meet our vendors and get tips for the big day!
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